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Prairie Band Casino Goes Paperless with iTrak Incident Reporting and
Risk Management System
“This product is by far the best on the market!”
Oakville, Ontario, March 25, 2009 – Prairie Band Casino and Resort considered the
various options for an incident reporting and risk management system and chose iView
System’s iTrak Incident Reporting Platform.
“The system has given us the ability to go paperless. No more making unnecessary
copies. All you have to do is simply log in and view the details of the daily activities.
Having a multiple client access system enables all regulatory departments to sign on and
review both security and surveillance reports, eliminating the need for paper reports and
reducing the cost of purchasing paper to print out the reports. Also, if you need iView
technical support, someone is always available to answer your call without delay.”
“We selected the iTrak system over the other competition because of the way it allowed
both security and surveillance to share a common system. The security department’s
main issue was they were using an outdated Microsoft Access database, that only
allowed them to create reports with no capability to integrate other programs, thus
creating more paperwork and record storage issues. ”
Michael Jackson, Director of Security, who purchased the platform stated. ”The software
allows us to bring together all of our reports in one system. Another major reason was the
ability to add additional modules in the future like Risk Management that automatically
connects to the system without worry.”
Together with iDispatch and the Lost & Found module, Prairie Band Casino and Resort
have an all in one solution that allows both security and surveillance to share a fully
converged platform. This enables both departments to create their own reports, with the
capability to share information, while ensuring all regulatory procedures are followed.
“No matter what your computer skill level is, this system is designed for easy navigation.
The lost & found and iDispatch modules have made our dispatch center run more
efficiently.”

About Prairie Band Casino Resort
The Prairie Band Potawatomi Casino and Resort is owned and operated by the Prairie Band
Potawatomi Nation. The casino entertainment complex encompasses approximately 63,000
square feet, and features 1027 slot machines, 30 table games (blackjack, 21+3, three card poker,

pai gow poker, mini baccarat, Mississippi stud poker, roulette, craps,
Let-It-Ride, texas hold’em and seven card stud), a Village Garden
Buffet, Gift Shop, Buffalo Grill, and the Three Fires Steakhouse. Adjoining the facility is a 297room hotel with a beautiful courtyard and two relaxing hot tubs and convention center which
includes 1,000, 4,000, 8,000 or 12,000 sq. ft. meeting rooms available with full catering and
banquet facilities. http://www.pbpgaming.com
About iView
iView Systems addresses the needs of multiple industries for a single desktop, incident
management and reporting system, providing both an incident and subject centric solution.
iView's core product (iTrak) was developed with extensive consultation with the security and
surveillance marketplace. iView Systems has rapidly attained industry recognition for its unique
solutions and now provides incident reporting, dispatch and visitor management platforms and
services to the global security marketplace, including the gaming, banking, corporate security and
other loss prevention environments. iView Systems is dedicated to maintaining a consultative
process with its clients to ensure that all its deployments are optimized to meet their specific
requirements, through design, configuration, deployment and post deployment project processes.
iView Systems is located in Oakville, Ontario, Canada. For more information on iView Systems,
please visit www.iviewsystems.com
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